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LEGAL AND SCHOLARLY 
RESOURCES RELATED TO

I. WHAT IS A VICTIM-OFFENDER IN THE SEX TRAFFICKING CONTEXT?
As defined in this field guidance, a sex trafficking victim-offender is a 
sex trafficking victim who is alleged to have committed acts of sex 
trafficking. In this context, victim-offenders are commonly referred to 
as a “bottom.” However, since the term “bottom” is a street term that 
pimps and traffickers use to establish hierarchy among their victims, this 
field guidance does not use the term “bottom” to describe sex trafficking 
victims who allegedly commit acts of sex trafficking. Nevertheless, given 
the prevalence of the term “bottom,” its use and application to ST-VOI 
are briefly discussed here to provide context for eschewing the term in 
identifying and responding to victim-offenders.

Although the term “bottom” seems to suggest that the individual is the 
least important person in a trafficker’s “stable,” or group of prostituted 
persons,52 the “bottom” is oftentimes the most important. The “bottom” 
keeps the other prostituted persons compliant with the trafficker’s 
demands and serves as a “buffer[], intended to protect the real criminals 
from prosecution.”53 

As defined by the Eleventh Circuit in United States v. Pipkins, a “bottom” 
is “a trusted and experienced prostitute” whose place is “[a]t the top of 
the pimp’s organization.”54 This definition, although illustrative of the 
“bottom’s” place in the hierarchy, is somewhat misleading; it solely 
focuses on the role the “bottom” plays for the trafficker and fails to 
acknowledge that the “bottom” is also a victim of trafficking.55 In fact, sex 
trafficking victim-offenders are often “trafficked in the same way as every 
other victim” in that they are “recruited and groomed” and “promise[d] 
. . . love and a better life.”56 Victim-offenders also experience abuse and 
degradation by the trafficker, as all victims do, and oftentimes, their 
psychological and physical abuse is even more severe. Further, traffickers 
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The terms “bottom” and “stable” 
are street terms used by pimps and 
traffickers to describe the players 
in their internal hierarchies, typically 
established as a means to control 
their victims. As the Eleventh Circuit’s 
definition of the term “bottom” indicates, 
this term remains misunderstood and is 
focused on the offending conduct while 
failing to acknowledge the coercion and 
control that may have led a sex trafficking 
victim to engage in this conduct. For that 
reason, this report does not seek to define 
“bottom.” Rather, this section examines 
some of the circumstances in which the 
term has been applied to sex trafficking 
victims. This review of the term “bottom” 
seeks to provide context for why this term 
is not used in this field guidance to describe 
a sex trafficking victim who commits acts 
of sex trafficking. Instead of relying on 
an ill-defined and often derogatory term, 
this field guidance utilizes the term sex 
trafficking victim-offender intersectionality, 
or ST-VOI.

“BOTTOM”

Though criminal justice stakeholders are increasingly, albeit oftentimes unknowingly, 

confronted with the complex issue of ST-VOI, little has been written to explain this 

phenomenon.51 Accordingly, this section analyzes court opinions and scholarly articles 

that are directly related to this issue. It also provides an analysis of related criminological 

theories that are potentially applicable in the ST-VOI context. 
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may use the hierarchy created by the position of the victim-offender to manipulate victims by forcing them to compete 
against each other for the status of “bottom” and, likewise, for the trafficker’s affection. A trafficker may use this as a type of 
reward system, “demot[ing] and promot[ing] different girls to punish or reward them” for certain behavior.57

Upon “promotion” to this new position, the victim-offender takes on a role that looks less like that of a victim of trafficking 
and more like that of a trafficker. “Bottoms,” generally, are responsible for handling the trafficker’s affairs, maintaining 
order, collecting money from other victims and recruiting new victims into the criminal enterprise.58 Thus, despite their 
own victimization, victim-offenders may commit criminal offenses resembling those committed by the trafficker.59  

Indeed, the victim-offender’s position and conduct present a significant challenge for prosecutors seeking appropriate 
charges.60 Should a victim-offender, themselves a victim of commercial sexual exploitation, be prosecuted as an offender for 
the acts they committed, seemingly, of their own volition? As one author explained,

United States law states that victims of human trafficking should not be “inappropriately” penalized for acts committed “as a 
direct result of being trafficked,” but does not offer further guidance. When exactly, then is penalization appropriate? Is some 
criminal conduct so severe that it cannot be excused? And what does the term “direct” mean? How close must the cause-and-
effect between victimization and the victim’s criminal conduct be to meet this standard?61

This author acknowledges the complexity of cases involving a victim-offender who harms a third party and urges prosecutors 
to “carefully consider the circumstances underlying any crime committed by a trafficking victim prior to bringing charges 
against such victim in order to ensure that the victim is not inappropriately penalized for acts committed pursuant to their 
victimization.62

Another author argues that only some victim-offenders “deserve leniency” while “others are no less autonomous and 
culpable than traffickers who entered the trade voluntarily.”63  This author also suggests that prosecution in a criminal 
court is the appropriate forum for determining which victim-offenders “deserve” such leniency and which “deserve” to be 
convicted of trafficking others.64 To aid criminal justice stakeholders in determining the appropriateness of charges, the 
following sections of this review focus on why a sex trafficking victim may engage in conduct that violates the sex trafficking 
law.

II. EXAMINING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VICTIMIZATION AND OFFENDING

A. The “Victim-Offender Overlap,” Generally 
One means of assessing the criminal culpability of sex trafficking victim-offenders is by examining their role in the trafficking 
organization through the lens of the “victim-offender overlap,” a criminological term that refers to the relationship between 
the victimization and offending patterns of individuals.65 This framework recognizes the existence of different roles in 
the commission of an offense: “victims” (those upon whom the crime is committed), “offenders” (those who commit the 
crimes), and “victim-offenders” (individuals who have been both victims and perpetrators of crimes).66  Furthermore, there 
is a sliding scale of innocence and blame in the perception of criminal acts, and, especially in victim-offender scenarios 
involving crimes of inter-personal and/or sexual violence, the offender and the victim may swap roles or be simultaneously 
both a victim and a criminal.67  

Notably, a 2012 literature review found that while a “rather strong overlap” exists between offenders and victims, 
the relationship is moderated by various risk factors.68  The study found that some types of offenses created stronger 
relationships between victimization and offending than others.69  Furthermore, as another study noted, “[t]he victim-
offender relationship is robust, having been found in the United States as well as other countries, over time, across various 
contexts, and within various demographic subgroups.”70  While research on the victim-offender overlap in the context of 
sex trafficking is sparse, existing research on victim-offenders generally may be applied analogously to better understand the 
phenomenon of victim-offender intersectionality in the sex trafficking context.
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B. Criminological Theories Purporting to Explain the “Victim-Offender Overlap”
Although the exact cause of the victim-offender overlap is unknown, social scientists theorize that the phenomenon can be 
partially explained by two criminological theories: the “cycle of violence theory” and the “routine activities theory.” Both 
incorporate aspects of “social learning,” or the concept that individuals learn behaviors by observing others engaging in 
those same behaviors.71 Social learning theory “suggests that violent, deviant, and other criminal behaviors are learned by 
the child from their parents (or other relatives)” and that these behaviors are repeated through imitation.72 The two theories 
discussed below use the social learning theory in different ways to explain the victim-offender overlap.

The “Cycle of Violence Theory”
The “cycle of violence theory” rests on the idea of “violence breeding violence” or, more specifically, “abuse breeding 
abuse.”73 In a literature review examining the impact of children’s exposure to domestic violence, researchers noted,  
“[C]hildren may be significantly affected by the experience of domestic violence in their lives, the impact of which may 
resonate intergenerationally with their own involvement in adult violence.”74

Although the “cycle of violence theory” generally applies to familial relationships, this theory can be used to understand 
non-familial sex trafficker-sex trafficking victim relationships as well. First, trafficking victims, including sex trafficking 
victim-offenders, oftentimes have a history of childhood abuse, which may perpetuate the cycle of violence in their lives. 
Additionally, even if a sex trafficking victim-offender and their trafficker are not biologically related, there oftentimes 
exists a “family” dynamic and intimate relationship between them.75 Therefore, the “cycle of violence” can manifest in this 
relationship as well, with the trafficker first abusing the sex trafficking victim-offender and the victim-offender eventually 
exploiting other sex trafficking victims in return. This may be further exacerbated by the fact that childhood abuse, along 
with other factors such as young age, limited brain development and a lack of knowledge and experiences, often “contribute 
to a victim’s obliviousness that the trafficker is victimizing and exploiting [them].”76 Accordingly, sex trafficked youth may 
normalize negative relationships with their traffickers, which may affect their relationships with others.77

Notably, research “cautions, however, that there is rarely a direct causal pathway leading to a particular outcome.”78 Thus, 
although the “cycle of violence theory” fails to fully explain the phenomenon of ST-VOI or to account for stranger-on-
stranger crime, it can be used to understand the position of a sex trafficking victim-offender as both the abused and the 
abuser.

The “Routine Activities Theory”
In addition to the “cycle of violence theory,” the “routine activities theory” can serve to partially explain the behavior of a 
sex trafficking victim-offender and inform why a victim-offender should not simply be viewed as a trafficker. This theory 
posits that criminal behaviors are not static; instead, they vary by situation.79 As noted in one study, “routine activities 
theory” “focuses on the circumstances in which crime is committed rather than the characteristics of those who commit 
it.”80 To discern the circumstances prompting a criminal offense, proponents of the “routine activities theory” examine 
whether there is “(a) a motivated individual, (b) a suitable target, and (c) the absence of a capable guardian.”81 This theory 
is context- and environment-specific; therefore, “even behaviors relating to sexual offending can be highly variable from 
one situation to another.”82

In the 2012 literature review discussed supra in Part II.A, the researchers examined the “routine activities theory” in 
the context of the victim-offender overlap. Those researchers found that, according to this theory, the association with 
delinquent peers in the absence of adult supervision can increase the likelihood of both victimization and offending.83 This 
study also concluded that “[d]elinquent peers can function as agents that provide an individual with tangible and intangible 
rewards for delinquent/criminal behavior.”84 

Based on this theory, the actions of a sex trafficking victim-offender are distinguishable from those of a trafficker because 
the victim-offender’s environment differs completely from that of the trafficker. A trafficker never loses autonomy and is 
responsible for creating an environment of control and coercion. Conversely, a victim-offender is subject to psychological 
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and physical abuse, manipulation and control.85  This type of environment can affect “the way people treat each other, leading 
to the normalization of negative and abusive relationships.”86 Thus, the victim-offender’s environmental circumstances may 
lead to committing acts of trafficking.

III. LEARNING BY ANALOGY: COMPARING SEX TRAFFICKING VICTIM-OFFENDERS TO VICTIM-OFFENDERS IN INTIMATE 

PARTNER VIOLENCE
Currently, no empirical studies have analyzed the victim-offender overlap in the context of commercial sexual exploitation. 
However, studies on Intimate Partner Violence (IPV) may be instructive in applying the victim-offender framework 
to better understand sex trafficking victim-offenders.87 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention defines IPV 
as “physical violence, sexual violence, stalking and psychological aggression (including coercive tactics) by a current or 
former intimate partner.”88 Studies of IPV can be informative when applied to trafficker-victim relationships because of 
the similar dynamics between some trafficking relationships and IPV relationships: both types of relationships commonly 
involve “violence between two individuals who are in a relationship and interact on a routine basis . . . [which] repeatedly 
brings potential victims and perpetrators in close proximity to one another.”89 Furthermore, as in relationships where IPV 
occurs, in trafficker-victim offender relationships, “the violence itself can increase the likelihood of additional violence. The 
intimate crime event . . . has the potential to create motivation and opportunity for subsequent violence, either during the 
same incident or in future fights.”90  

Other similarities between these two contexts exist as well. A study, conducted in 2016, examined the victim-offender 
overlap in relationships where IPV occurs and found that “substance use, negative temperament, living with non-spousal 
partner, and feeling isolated” are all positively associated with being both a victim and a perpetrator of IPV.91  If generalizable 
to a sex trafficking victim-offender context, this finding is particularly significant: sex trafficking victim-offenders, by the 
very nature of their position, face social isolation.92  

Although similar in many ways, there is, however, a notable difference between IPV victim-offenders and victim-offenders 
in the sex trafficking context: in relationships where IPV occurs, the violence is directed from one partner to the other 
and is often committed in either self-defense or retaliation. In contrast, sex trafficking victim-offenders commit offenses 
against other exploited individuals. How, then, can a sex trafficking victim-offender’s conduct also be explained as an act 
of self-defense? As one author wrote, sex trafficking victims may have “unconventional reactions to their victimization.”93  

The ideal victim is expected to react to their aggressors and to their [victimization] in socially accepted ways. This condition 
of achieving ideal victim status does not account for the coping techniques that trafficked [persons] may have adopted in 
order to survive their ordeal. Traffickers often break [victims] in prostitution using rape, torture, and abuse. Tactics of 
intimidation, threats, lies, deception, and emotional manipulation are used by traffickers to engender psychological control 
over a victim and to destroy [their] physical and psychological [defenses]. Additionally, a trafficked [person] may form a 
personal relationship with [their] attacker as [they] become[] dependent on them for survival. A captor’s bursts of abuse and 
torture may be punctuated by moments of kindness or generosity, causing the trafficked [person] to develop feelings of closeness 
or reliance on them.94   

In addition to these abusive and coercive tactics, traffickers prey on their victims’ psychological and emotional vulnerabilities,95 

forcing their victims to compete for the trafficker’s affection through a hierarchy-based rewards system.96 Upon promoting 
a victim to the top of the hierarchy, a trafficker may promise the victim, among other things, that they will no longer have 
to engage in commercial sex. In return, the victim must supervise the others and commit acts that violate the sex trafficking 
law.97 Accordingly, the sex trafficking victim-offender often does not commit such acts because they genuinely want to hurt 
those individuals; instead, the sex trafficking victim-offender may perceive no choice but to engage in such behavior.98 In 
other words, the acts committed against other victims may be done out of self-defense to avoid abuse by the trafficker or 
to escape their own sexual exploitation. 
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Sex trafficking victim-offenders may also differ from IPV victim-offenders because a sex trafficking victim-offender’s 
trafficking conduct is not necessarily violent. Many acts of sex trafficking committed by sex trafficking victim-offenders 
are actually absent of physical violence, including recruitment, harboring, advertising and economic or emotional control 
or coercion. However, recruitment may also be a form of self-defense or self-protection because it is a way for the victim-
offender to reduce the degree of their own exploitation.99 

In summary, although victims of IPV and sex trafficking victim-offenders can have distinct experiences, the similarities 
between these populations seem to indicate that the victim-offender framework can help lawyers, advocates and social 
scientists to better understand sex trafficking victim-offenders. Both groups are victims of abuse and trauma, which 
influences behavior and can lead to the commission of offenses as a method of self-defense or self-preservation. Similarly, 
in both IPV and sex trafficking victim-offender circumstances, someone with whom the individual has close, oftentimes 
daily, contact caused the abuse and trauma.100 Based on these similarities, one can extrapolate that sex trafficking victim-
offenders, like many victim-offenders in IPV, become victim-offenders not because they want to engage in crime, but 
because they can perceive few alternatives. 

IV. PERCEPTIONS OF AGENCY, CONTROL AND AUTONOMY IN THE SEX TRAFFICKING CONTEXT
A pernicious problem in identifying and developing responses to ST-VOI is that the nature of traffickers’ control over sex 
trafficking victims often perpetuates the perception that victims are acting with autonomy or possess a degree of agency 
that is inconsistent with their actual experience. Thus, while a sex trafficking-victim offender may appear to act with some 
degree of agency when engaging in conduct that violates the sex trafficking law, a deeper look at the victim-offender’s 
experiences may contradict that notion of free will. Indeed, as one author wrote,

[T]he fact that these [victims] have power and status within the [trafficking] organization is not incompatible with the 
notion that they are actually unable to leave; to the contrary, traffickers can seek to maintain control by strategically meting 
out power and status to those who are most submissive. Though the intuition may be that more participation in the enterprise 
means more actual agency[,] and thus more grounds for punishment[,] . . . the opposite is actually true.101   

In addition, traffickers use a number of means to assert and maintain control over their victims, including victim-offenders. 
Traffickers oftentimes engage in physical violence or threats of physical violence, which may be directed toward the victim 
or the family of the victim, including the victim’s children.102 “Traffickers have [also] been known to use public displays of 
violence against one victim to keep others in line.” Further, control can be “much more subtle and psychological . . . The 
trauma they experience may depend upon the age at which the victim was trafficked, the nature of the exploitation, the 
length of time the victim was exploited, the degree of violence to which the victim was exposed, and the degree of stigma 
which the victim faces upon return to his or her home.”103

“Relationships built on traumatic bonds possess an intense level of loyalty or attachment.”104 One researcher described a 
process akin to “brainwashing,” “the deliberate creation of culture shock through isolation, alienation, and intimidation in 
order to weaken a person’s ego strengths. By this means, the person becomes vulnerable to alien ideas and behaviors that 
would usually be rejected.”105 

As another author explained,

There is a growing body of research about the effects of trauma that is sustained over time, such as in human trafficking . . . 
Over time, these victims lose not only a sense of control over their “self,” but also lose a sense of “self ” altogether. The abuser’s 
logic becomes their logic. The abuser’s decisions and directions take over, and they lose capacity for independent decision-
making. Their perception of reality is altered. They may believe that the abuser treats them well even in the face of facts 
clearly demonstrating that the abuser has regularly threatened them with physical and other harm and invaded their bodily 
integrity. Scientists do not yet fully understand how this process, known as traumatic bonding or trauma-coerced attachment, 
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plays out inside of the brain. However, its presence has been regularly observed as a normal human response to sustained abuse 
and control over time. 

When deciding when to prosecute trafficking victims for crimes induced by their perpetrators, the potential impact of 
traumatic bonding is relevant to criminal intent. Prosecutors must consider whether it is in the interest of justice to prosecute 
a person for conduct that was a normal human response to abusive control over time, rather than an independently developed 
desire or intent to do harm.106

In addition, trauma bonding may impact a victim-offender’s attitude, which in turn may affect whether those in the 
criminal justice system perceive the victim-offender to have acted of their own volition. As one author stated, 

The [victim-offender] may display belligerence, coldness, evasiveness, or nonchalance. When victims act that way, even 
experienced law enforcement officials may be more likely to think of the victims as criminals or as being disrespectful of law 
enforcement. In truth, the victims may display those attitudes as a result of psychological and neurobiological processes . . . 
These behaviors may be the result of fear or trauma and, in some cases, of the victim’s “traumatic bonding” or “trauma-coerced 
attachment” to the trafficker.107 

Further, traffickers may create or exploit other vulnerabilities, such as isolation, lack of social networks, lack of education 
or substance use disorders, to maintain control.108 The trafficker’s “complete domination strip[s] away the [sex trafficking 
victim-offender’s] agency: although [they] commit offenses against other victims, they do so at the command of or for the 
sake of the [person] trafficking [them] and the other victims.”109 

Accordingly, understanding how a sex trafficking victim-offender’s experiences and vulnerabilities affect their perceived 
autonomy and motivation when allegedly engaging in conduct that violates the sex trafficking law is an essential part of 
responding fairly to these cases. In fact, 

The Ninth Circuit has held that an expert’s testimony about the role of a [sex trafficking victim-offender] may have “helped 
the jury evaluate [her] testimony that she was acting at [her trafficker’s] direction, not on her own accord.” In other cases, 
experts have testified that traffickers exert “total control” over their victims and can force them to victimize other victims 
at their behest. When subject to such total control, trafficking victims, including [sex trafficking victim-offenders], are not 
exercising agency to freely decide to engage in trafficking offenses against other victims, but are acting out of a need to protect 
themselves and please their trafficker.110

The issue may also be framed as one of agency theory.111 As one author emphasizes, it is important not to “view [sex 
trafficking victim-offenders’] offenses in isolation because sex trafficking victim-offenders act under the command of or for 
the benefit of their trafficker.112 

Finally, analyzing sex trafficking victim-offenders in light of intersectionality is also important because, as another author 
argues, without it, “victim blaming is all that is left. The absence of intersectionality in sex trafficking cases results in 
pathologizing of victims,”113 while also failing to acknowledge that the vulnerabilities of victims, created by their intersecting 
identities, is “the lynchpin [sic] of [their] exploitation.”114  Therefore, it is important to understand, through these theories 
of agency and intersectionality, that sex trafficking victim-offenders likely “perpetrate these offenses not of their own 
volition, but because of their own victimization.”115  
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